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Major stock market benchmarks ended the second quarter 

on a sour note, pulling back from record levels in May 2015.  

The S&P 500 fell 0.2% during the quarter, snapping nine 

consecutive quarters of gains.  Bond prices tumbled, send-

ing the yield on the 10-year treasury on its biggest one quar-

ter rise since the end of 2013, breaking five consecutive 

quarters of falling yields.  The 10-year T-bill yield rose from  

1.930% at the end of the first quarter, to 2.335% on June 30. 

Investors need to get ready for a new era of the Fed remov-

ing the punch bowl (WSJ, 7/1/15).    
 

The quarter ended on June 30 with most headlines focused 

on Greece and China.  On July 13, an agreement was 

reached to help Greece avoid default and a potential exit 

from the European Union. 
 

“After five years of bailouts, while working toward some 

market-friendly reforms and finally starting to see a glim-

mer of economic growth, Greece elected a far left govern-

ment back in January.  It’s economic situation has gotten 

worse ever since.”  (Brian Westbury, Chief Economist, 

First Trust).  With a population of 11 million, Greece’s GDP 

is comparable to the state of Connecticut and represents 

only 2% of the total Eurozone GDP.  Mr. Westbury believes 

if Greece were to default, the impact would be minimal on 

the U.S. economy.  “Fortunately, Greece is not Lehman 

Brothers.  When Detroit defaulted, the U.S. and even Michi-

gan survived just fine.”   
 

Today, Europe might be in a better position for a Greek 

default.  Italy, Spain and Portugal, where the potential con-

tagion risks are centered, have come a long way since the 

Euro debt crises reached a boiling point in 2012 (when 

Greece previously defaulted).  Each of these countries saw a 

year-over-year increase in their GDP and have been running 

a current account surplus, therefore, they are not heavily 

dependent on external financing with their bond markets 

relatively calm (Burt White, CIO, LPL 7/6/15).  Over-

all, European stock markets have shown more signs of 

recovery than concern and have outperformed US equity 

markets so far in 2015 with potentially more favorable 

valuations. 
 

The headline news from China was primarily due to the 

rapid rise and fall of the stock markets.  The Shanghai 

Composite Index rose approximately 150% in 11 months 

before peaking on June 12 and plummeting 31% through 

July 8.  China’s GDP growth has gradually slowed from 

low double digits in 2010, to 7% in the first quarter 2015.  

A Bloomberg News survey of economists showed that 

over 80% of respondents believe the impact of the stock 

market decline will be between 0 and a 0.3% subtraction to 

China’s GDP (7/14/15).   
 

According to David Kelly, CIO Chief Market Strategist 

for JP Morgan, in spite of the news abroad, the three most 

important issues in the U.S. are economic growth, interest 

rates, and corporate earnings.  Job growth has been steady,  

averaging 245,000 jobs/month over the past year, though 

earnings have been soft, primarily due to the impact of low 

oil prices on energy companies and the impact of a strong 

dollar on U.S. exports.  As a result, the Fed is likely to 

raise interest rates slowly.  On June 10, Spectrum co-

hosted its 10th Annual Seminar with the WICPA featuring 

Investment Strategist Steve Malin, Ph.D. from Allianz 

Global Investors.  Dr. Malin spent 16 years working in the 

Federal Reserve Bank of New York.  He estimated the Fed 

will begin to raise rates in the fall of 2015 though “the 

pace, scale, and end point of eventual rate hikes may mat-

ter more than their eventual launch date.” 
 

While the current recovery is one of the longest in history, 

the economy is not overheating.  We continue to have a 

Goldilocks economy, not too hot, not too cold, not too 

fast.  Common factors coinciding with bear markets in-

clude: commodity spikes, premature Fed tightening and 

extreme valuations.  None of these conditions exist today– 

commodity prices are low, the Fed is extremely dovish and 

valuations are only moderately higher than average.  Bot-

tom line, stay balanced and stay the course. 

Jonathan J. Marshall 
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   Quarterly Economic Update 

Mar. 24, 2000 

P/E (fwd.) = 25.6x 

1,527 

Jun. 30, 2015 

P/E (fwd.) = 16.4x 

2,063 

Mar. 29, 2000 

P/E (fwd.) = 28.7x 

1,136 

Jun. 30, 2015 

P/E (fwd.) = 15.3x 

1,056 

Jul. 16, 2007 

P/E (fwd.) = 14.5x 

1,212 

Oct. 9, 2007 

P/E (fwd.) = 15.2x 

1,565 

Mar. 9, 2009 

P/E (fwd.) = 10.3x 

677 

Dec. 31, 1996 

P/E (fwd.) = 16.0x 

741 

Oct. 9, 2002 

P/E (fwd.) = 14.1x 

777 

Dec. 31, 1996 

P/E (fwd.) = 19.5x 

670 

Mar. 12, 2003 

P/E (fwd.) = 13.2x 

503 

Mar. 9, 2009 

P/E (fwd.) = 10.2x 

518 
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Wealth Management 

The Rise of  the Robo -advisor  

While the rest of our newsletter is focusing on Greece, China and other 

important topics, we’re going to focus on something that kids (and proba-

bly most adults) would find really cool – robots.  No, we’re not talking 

about Transformers or those crazy robot dogs that Honda makes.  We’re 

talking about the Robo-advisor.   
 

What is it?  What comes to mind when you hear the term Robo-advisor? 

Perhaps a Jetsons-era robot that greets you with a friendly hello and tips 

his cap to reveal the circuitry in his head, or a modified car-less KITT 

from Knight Rider, or maybe even a Siri-like image on your smartphone, 

ready to answer any of your questions and provide complicated invest-

ment advice. 
   

Sadly, it’s not that flashy or exciting.  Robo-advisors are complex online 

programs designed to automate investment advice through low-cost in-

vestments based on an investment allocation that you provide.  Most of 

these services will use a risk-profile quiz to determine your mix of stocks 

to bonds and subsequently build a portfolio based on your input.  The 

portfolio is usually constructed with exchange traded funds (ETFs) and 

will rebalance as necessary, according to the various algorithms em-

ployed. 
 

Some of the more popular Robo-advisors are Betterment, Wealthfront 

and Schwab Intelligent Portfolios.  As you can imagine, each Robo-

advisor has different fees, investments, structures and overall philoso-

phies on the styles of investments.  Some will charge an investment advi-

sor fee as high as 0.50% annually, while others don’t charge any fees.  Of 

course, they’re still making money through some type of revenue, such as 

Schwab’s management fees on their proprietary ETF products.  For these 

companies, the Robo-advisor platform is a great tool to gather small ac-

counts and boost revenue without the high cost of attracting traditional 

accounts. 
 

How does it compare to traditional advice?  Whether it’s the invest-

ment committee at Spectrum or the Robo-advisor, there is a human (or 

team of humans) behind every investment decision.  The algorithms in-

volved in these programs are extremely complex, but there is still a hu-

man that ultimately decides to use XYZ fund instead of ABC fund.  Is 

value more favorable than growth?  Do we use real estate and natural 

resources?  What types of bonds do we invest in?  These are all the types 

of decisions that are made by people. 
 

Since automated investment advice is in the infancy stage, most portfoli-

os will be constructed using ETFs.  Individual stocks, open-end mutual 

funds and annuities are not part of the portfolios.  Alternative invest-

ments, which can reduce portfolio volatility, are not part of a Robo-

advisor’s portfolio.  Many will offer tax-loss harvesting as part of the 

rebalancing service, but do not take into account any existing assets. 
 

As you can imagine, the low price of a Robo-advisor is a significant ben-

efit.  If you’ve seen any advertisements by Vanguard recently, you know 

that fees will affect investment performance.  That’s simple math.  How-

ever, a Robo-advisor won’t be able to give you advice like the trusted 

advisor you’ve known for years.  For example, being able to comprehend 

the true value of a family trip to Disney with the kids and grandchildren 

goes beyond the dollars withdrawn from the account; that’s an invest-

ment in family and memories.  Will a Robo-advisor tell them that’s a 

great idea or will they suggest that they keep the money in the account 

and push forward toward their “goal”?  Someday someone may figure 

out an algorithm that can sense feelings and emotions, but we’re a long 

way from seeing that happen. 
 

Is it right for me?  Most investment products available today are suita-

ble for a portion of the general population.  An account through a Robo-

advisor certainly makes sense for some people.  They include individuals 

who: 

 Have less than $100,000 to invest that is all in cash or 

easily converted to cash 

 Have a strong focus on low fees 

 Prefer ETFs as investment vehicles 

 Have a long-term time horizon   
 

If this is something you’re seriously considering and want to know more, 

feel free to contact Spectrum.  When you ask the Robo-advisor, they’ll 

likely say yes and mispronounce your name (in a robotic voice, of 

course).  When you ask us if it’s right for you, we’ll ask you some addi-

tional questions and give you an honest answer.   

 

 

Brian E. White, CFP
® 

  
Wealth Manager 

Spectrum Investor® Update 6/30/15 

Morningstar Category Averages 2nd Qtr 1 Year 3 Year 
   Intermediate-Term Bond -1.52% 1.04% 2.31% 

     Moderate Allocation -0.53% 2.08% 10.08% 

   Large Cap Value -0.12% 3.12% 15.78% 

   Large Cap Blend -0.11% 5.48% 16.50% 

   Large Cap Growth 0.49% 9.37% 17.48% 

     Mid Cap Value -0.94% 2.94% 17.84% 

   Mid Cap Blend -0.68% 3.85% 17.40% 

     Mid Cap Growth 0.44% 8.95% 17.55% 

   Small Cap Value -0.53% 0.52% 16.06% 

   Small Cap Blend -0.13% 3.46% 16.72% 

   Small Cap Growth 1.82% 9.62% 18.00% 

   Foreign Large Blend 1.13% -3.24% 10.84% 

   Real Estate -9.25% 3.90% 8.18% 

   Natural Resources -1.15% -22.36% 0.49% 

Source: Morningstar, 3 yr return is annualized.  Morningstar classifies    
categories by underlying holdings and then calculates the average per-

formance of the category. Past performance is not an indication of 

future results. Returns in Blue = Best, Returns in Red = Worst 

DOW: 17,620 10 Yr T-Note: 2.34% 

NASDAQ: 4987 Inflation Rate: 0.0% (5/2015) 

S&P 500: 2063 Unemployment Rate: 5.3% (6/2015) 

Barrel of Oil: $59.47 Source: Morningstar, bls.gov, eia.gov 
The Dow Jones Industrial Average is comprised of 30 stocks that are major factors in 

their industries and widely held by individuals and institutional investors.  The Stand-
ard & Poor’s 500 Index is a capitalization weighted index of 500 stocks designed to 

measure performance of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggre-

gate market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries.  The NASDAQ 

Composite Index measures all NASDAQ domestic and non-U.S. based common 

stocks listed on The NASDAQ Stock Market.  The market value, the last sale price 

multiplied by total shares outstanding, is calculated throughout the trading day, and is 

related to the total value of the Index.  
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IRS Indexed Limits for 2015: 401(k), 403(b), 457 Plan Deferral Limit is $18,000.  
Catch-up Contribution limit is $6,000. Source: 401khelpcenter.com 
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In Other Words 

A Modern Day Greek Tragedy  

Being an English major, I have read my fair share of Greek mythology. 

However, the stories I have been reading about Greece lately are not 

myths, but modern day Greek tragedies and they can be just as confusing 

and difficult to understand as Greek mythology.    

 

You may have noticed that Greece has been the topic of conversation in 

the media for a while now and that’s because the nation risked default if 

it didn’t come up with $1.8 billion to pay the International Monetary 

Fund by June 30, 2015.  That day came and went with Greece unable to 

make its payment due to a rejection of the terms to a bailout package that 

was offered to them.   

 

So how did Greece get into this position in the first place?  Put simp-

ly, it spent more money each month than it took in.  To make matters 

worse, the retirement age is low by Western standards, 57, compared 

with the United States where retirees can take benefits at age 62 

(USA Today, 6/26/15).  In addition, Greece is notorious for tax evasion, 

which severely limits the amount of revenue coming in.  Greece has 

more outstanding tax debts than any other country in Europe, com-

pared to Germany, which has the fewest.  Greece has also seen a re-

duction in tourism, which means less money is being spent there and 

more people are out of a job.  In the fall of 2013, Greece’s unemployment 

rate reached a record high of 28% and currently sits at 25.6% (Trading 

Economics).  That is a staggering amount of people to be out of work and 

another circumstance that aggravates Greece’s current situation.  

 

Defaulting on debt is not a new phenomenon for Greece, which has 

defaulted on its external date five times since achieving its independence, 

beginning in the 19th century (1826, 1843, 1860 and 1932).  The last 

default was during the Great Depression in the early 1930s.  Over the 

course of two centuries, Greece has been in default over 90 years or close 

to 50% of the time the country has been independent.  While this may 

sound excessive, Greece is nowhere near the top of the list when it comes 

to defaults, with Venezuela and Ecuador having 10 defaults each 

(Forbes, 9/11). 

 

Greece has been bailed out twice so far by the “troika”, which translates 

to “group of three”.  In this case, the group of three being referred to are 

the European Central Bank (ECB), the International Monetary Fund 

(IMF) and the European Commission (EC).  The bailouts occurred in the 

Spring of 2010 and again in early 2012.  Both bailouts total 240 billion 

Euros, which is $268.8 billion in U.S. dollars.  Structural economic re-

forms, known as “austerity” had to be agreed to in order for Greece to 

receive the bailout money.  These austerity measures, aimed at reducing 

Greece’s government budget deficit, include cutting spending, raising 

taxes and cracking down on tax evasion, among others.  Most of the 

bailout money Greece receives goes toward paying back its creditors, so 

the nation is in a constant cycle of borrowing money and never getting 

ahead; similar to using one credit card to pay off another credit card.  Not 

a good habit to get into and one that can spiral out of control quickly.    

 

Greek Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras offered the citizens of Greece the 

opportunity to vote in a nationwide referendum on July 5, on whether or 

not Greece should accept the latest bailout terms from the troika.  A 

“Yes” vote would mean more tax hikes and pension cuts and a “No” vote 

could cause the country to have to pull out of the European Union, stop 

using the euro (the official currency of the Eurozone), and start printing 

its own money; the drachma.  Sadly, for many in Athens the question 

came down to: ‘What more do we have to lose?’ and this was reflected in 

the referendum with over 60% of voters backing the Prime Minister by 

voting “No”.   

 

It’s clear that the drama in Greece has caused a lot of volatility in the 

financial markets and will probably continue to do so while investors 

decide whether the default will affect other markets around the world.  

However, “The consensus is that Greece does not pose a “systemic” 

risk” (USA Today, 6/26/15).  Systemic risk is the possibility that an 

event, such as a Greece default, could collapse an entire economy, like 

what happened back in 2008 when Lehman Brothers, one of the oldest 

and most power investment banks in the world, filed for bankruptcy.  “A 

key difference this time around is that European banks are in much better 

shape than they were a few years ago, and Greek debt is no longer held as 

widely by the private sector.  All of that should help contain the crisis, 

regardless of what happens with the default and possible exit from the 

euro” (CNNMoney, 6/29/15). 

 

According to Morningstar, Greece exiting the euro will not cause signifi-

cant long-term repercussions for the global economy.  “The larger con-

cern for the long-term would be the contagion effect on countries like 

Spain and Portugal.  These countries have far more sizable economies 

and are similarly vulnerable with large outstanding debt that they may 

not be able to pay” (Morningstar Talking Points, 7/15).  One concern is, 

what if Greece leaves the euro and within a couple of years their econo-

my rebounds?  This might not sound like a bad thing for Greece, but it 

would challenge the theory that leaving the euro would be detrimental to 

a country’s economy, “and could encourage other members to consider 

devaluation and default more appealing than life within the eu-

ro” (Bloomberg, 7/3/15). 

 

While the volatility in the markets may be temporary, all of this uncer-

tainty will surely keep us on a bumpy ride for awhile, which is why it’s 

important not to let your emotions drive your investment decisions.  As I 

said in last quarter’s column (and will continue to say) invest for the long

-term by choosing a diversified portfolio and staying put. 

Angie Franzone
  

 

Newsletter Editor  
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60% Stocks/40% Bonds Allocation vs. Indices Ending 6/30/15 
15 Yr 10 Yr 5 Yr 3 Yr 1 Yr   Index Definition 

Real Est. 
11.28% 

Sm. Growth 
9.86% 

Sm. Growth 
19.33% 

Sm. Growth 
20.11% 

Sm. Growth 
12.34% 

  Small Growth: Russell 

2000 Growth TR 
Sm. Value 

9.87% 
Mid Cap 

9.74% 
Lg. Growth 

18.65% 
Mid Cap 
18.60% 

Lg. Growth 
10.07% 

  Large Growth: 
S&P 500 Growth TR 

Mid Cap 
9.32% 

Lg. Growth 
9.04% 

Mid Cap 
17.82% 

Sm. Blend 
17.81% 

Lg. Blend 

7.42% 

  Large Blend: 
S&P 500 TR 

Sm. Blend 
7.50% 

Sm. Blend 
8.40% 

Lg. Blend 

17.34% 

Lg. Growth 
17.79% 

Sm. Blend 
6.49% 

  Small Value: Russell 

2000 Value TR 
60/40 
7.46% 

Lg. Blend 

7.89% 

Sm. Blend 
17.08% 

Lg. Blend 

17.31% 

Mid Cap 
6.40% 

  Mid Cap Blend: 
S&P MidCap 400 TR 

Nat. Res. 
6.91% 

60/40 
7.36% 

Lg. Value 
16.01% 

Lg. Value 
16.84% 

Real Est. 
5.21% 

  Real Estate:  DJ US 

Select REIT Index TR 
Lg. Value 

5.56% 
Sm. Value 

6.87% 
Sm. Value 

14.81% 
Sm. Value 

15.50% 
Lg. Value 

4.57% 
  Large Value: 

S&P 500 Value TR 
Bonds 
5.42% 

Real Est. 
6.78% 

Real Est. 
14.43% 

Intl. 
11.97% 

Bonds 
1.86% 

  Int.-Term Bonds: Bar-

Cap Aggregate Bond 
Sm. Growth 

4.84% 
Lg. Value 

6.68% 
60/40 

10.35% 
60/40 
9.57% 

60/40 
1.70% 

  60/40:  60% Diversified 

Stocks/40% Bonds 
Lg. Blend 

4.36% 

Nat. Res. 
5.57% 

Intl. 
9.54% 

Real Est. 
8.67% 

Sm. Value 
0.78% 

  Small Value: Russell 

2000 Value TR 
Intl. 

3.20% 
Intl. 

5.12% 
Nat. Res. 

5.44% 
Nat. Res. 

3.05% 
Intl. 

-4.22% 
  International: 

MSCI EAFE NR 
Lg. Growth 

3.08% 
Bonds 
4.44% 

Bonds 
3.35% 

Bonds 
1.83% 

Nat. Res. 
-25.71% 

  Natural Res: S&P North 

Am. Nat. Resources TR 
Annualized returns. The above indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly.   Past 
performance is not an indication of future results.  Diversification cannot protect from market 
risk.  Source:  Morningstar.  *60/40 Allocation:  40% Bonds, 6% Lg. Value, Blend, & Growth, 
12% Mid Cap, 6% Sm. Value & Blend, 6% Intl., Nat. Res., and Real Est. Allocation, excludes 
Small Growth. Rebalanced annually on Apr 1.©2015 Spectrum Investment Advisors, Inc. 
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Invest In Your Health 

Revving Up Your Engine  

Could you use more energy?  Are you tired more often than you should 

be?  We usually talk about the personal choices you make and how they 

affect your health; this time, let’s look at how those choices affect how 

much energy you have everyday.  Here’s some suggestions:  
 

1. Eat Breakfast. We tell our kids it’s important.  It’s just as important 

for us, too.  You need to put “gas” into the machine called the human 

body.  Would you start a hundred mile trip everyday on an empty gas 

tank?  It’s equally foolish to expect maximum productivity and perfor-

mance if you don’t fuel your body.  Not hungry in the morning?  Are you 

eating later at night?  No wonder you’re not hungry.  Regardless, start 

with a little something, your body will start getting used to having food in 

the morning.  Don’t worry, you won’t gain weight.  Study after study 

has shown that breakfast eaters end up eating less total calories for 

the day than those who skip breakfast.  What you choose at breakfast, 

however, can make a BIG difference on how you feel the rest of the day. 
 

2. Eat Less Carbs and Fat At Breakfast.  Now there’s nothing wrong 

with whole grain, closer to the way they grow, carbohydrates.  But a high 

carb breakfast, like a lot of Americans eat, of pancakes and syrup, donuts, 

sweet rolls, or a big bowl of refined cereal like corn flakes or Rice Chex, 

can all lead to an increase in the brain neurotransmitter called serotonin, 

which tends to make us more relaxed and even drowsy.  Refined carbs 

and sugar give us a quick energy rush but that’s quickly followed by a 

fast drop in blood sugar and energy levels; then you need another fix so 

you head for the candy machine.  A lot of people spend their entire day 

going up and down on the energy “rollercoaster”.  You’ll feel better and 

be more productive when you get off that ride. 
 

3. Eat More Protein.  Especially at breakfast.  Lean foods make more of 

the alertness neurotransmitters dopamine and norepinephrine available to 

your brain and you feel more energized.  Some good ideas include hard 

boiled eggs, tuna, low-fat cheese on whole grain crackers, nuts with dried 

fruits, peanut butter, or a salad with vegetables topped with beans or 

sliced turkey.  Get over the idea that you have to have the typical 

breakfast foods for breakfast.  Most Americans would do much better 

by just getting rid of pastries, pre-sweetened cereals, pancakes, waffles, 

and fried eggs and bacon or sausage and replacing those with more of the 

healthier non-breakfast foods that they already eat the rest of the day.  In 

a hurry?  Try this fast smoothie recipe:  Blend one cup of plain low-fat 

yogurt with a half-cup of frozen blueberries and a half of banana.  Add 

OJ to get the right thickness.  You can add some protein powder, too.  

Drink that with a handful of nuts and you’re out the door before you 

know it. 

David Meinz, MS, RD, FADA, CSP
 

  
America’s Personal Health Improvement Expert 

   Spectrum Investor
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4. Drink More Water.  It’s still a good idea to get around eight cups of 

fluid a day; water is best, but any fluid counts.  Contrary to what you may 

have heard, the caffeine in beverages is not dehydrating and not getting 

enough fluids can negatively affect your energy levels.  I think bottled 

water tastes better than tap water, as a result, I drink more of it. 
 

5. Eat More Carbs In The Evening.  That serotonin that they produce 

can be just the thing to help you relax at the end of a long, stressful day. 

Dinner, not lunch, is the time for that pasta meal.  Remember, you can 

get whole wheat pasta and whole grain brown rice now; they’re still car-

bohydrates, but the fiber and nutrients they contain always make them a 

better choice, whenever you eat them. 
 

6. Exercise.  Yes, I know, I know.  It’s on every list I send you.  The 

irony is that the worse shape you’re in, the harder it becomes to exercise. 

You’ve got to start somewhere, so start where you are right now.  People 

who exercise will tell you that it gives you more energy, not less.  I’m 

personally not one of those morning exercisers, but I do usually work out 

sometime in the early afternoon.  It really helps me get by that mid-

afternoon energy slump.  Here’s two BIG secrets:  While you’re exercis-

ing, listen to upbeat music or watch a movie, not just TV.  You need to 

get your mind off the exercise.  The time will go by much faster.  You 

MUST also have a fan on you while you’re exercising.  Try it.  Your 

exercise session will be much easier.  Really, try it. 
 

7. Eat Frequently and Lightly.  Spread the same number of calories 

you’re currently eating into three meals and snacks.  You’ll help maintain 

a more stable energy level by eating smaller meals more frequently. 
 

8.  Play Some Tunes.  Yes, something as simple as a five minute music 

break with a good upbeat tempo can really energize you.  I personally 

know this works, especially in fighting that afternoon slump.  Somehow 

music tells your mind it’s time to get going and get back to work.  Put 

your earplugs in and listen to some Lady Gaga. 
 

9. Go To Bed!  People who study the topic say that the average adult 

does best with eight and a quarter hours of sleep per night.  The average 

American is getting about seven.  If you want to operate at peak perfor-

mance you CANNOT compromise in this area.  That one hour can make 

a big difference in how you feel.  Could this be why you MUST have 

your morning coffee?  Could this be why Starbucks has become a multi-

billion dollar, multi-national company?  Let’s face it, caffeine is the most 

commonly used drug in America.  I used to drink coffee in the morning, 

but I’ve stopped.  I didn’t like being dependent on a drug to function.  By 

the way, regular coffee drinkers are not getting as much of a boost from 

their morning coffee as they are treating overnight caffeine withdrawal. 

The people who get the biggest boost from coffee are those who only 

drink it occasionally and those who sip on a cup or two throughout 

the morning rather than drinking it all at once.  Look, just get more 

sleep, keep the TV out of the bedroom and stop watching the news just 

before bedtime.  One more thing, alcohol can make you drowsy, but it 

will make your sleep more restless and wakeful.  It’s not the quality sleep 

you’re looking for.  And finally, 
 

10. Go See A Doctor.  If these suggestions just don’t make much of a 

difference, you may have real medical issues that are causing your fa-

tigue.  An iron deficiency anemia, sleep apnea, clinical depression (very 

common and quite treatable), emotional loss, hormone issues in both 

women and men, chronic fatigue syndrome, and thyroid problems (very 

common in women especially) can all be very real reasons why you just 

don’t have the energy you used to.  Don’t overlook any of these possibili-

ties and don’t let someone tell you that being tired is normal for someone 

“your age.” Baloney.  There’s plenty of people in their 80s and older who 

still have lots of energy.  Why not you? 
 

David Meinz is not affiliated with LPL Financial or Spectrum Investment 

Advisors. Opinions voiced in this material are for general information 

only and are not intended to provide specific advice or recommendations 

for any individual. To determine which investment(s) may be appropriate 

for you, consult your financial advisor prior to investing. All perfor-

mance referenced is historical and is no guarantee of future results. All 

indices are unmanaged and cannot be invested into directly. 


